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about the aycc
The AYCC’s mission is to build a
movement of young people to solve the
climate crisis.
We believe that the only way to solve
the climate crisis is through a social
movement that is led by those with the
most at stake, committed to climate
justice, and powerful enough to achieve
the change we need.
That’s why we educate, inspire,
empower, and mobilise young people
across Australia to create the political
and cultural change needed to secure a
safe climate future.
Since our founding summit in 2006, we
have grown from a handful of students
to one of Australia’s largest youth-run
organisations, with more than 120,000
members and hundreds of active
grassroots groups around the country.
Our vision is of a world in which a safe
climate is inherited by current and
future generations. This means that in
Australia we need to work together as a
movement to:

Move beyond coal and gas.
Australia is the second biggest exporter
of coal in the world, and the third biggest
exporter of gas. To ensure a safe climate
and protect communities from impacts
on their health, land, and water, we must
move beyond coal and gas.
Transition to 100% renewable energy
within 10 years.
Australia is the sunniest country in the
world, and one of the windiest, and it’s
been shown that we can transition to
100% clean energy in just 10 years if we
put our minds to it. It’s time to invest in
a future powered by clean, safe, reliable
and renewable energy.
Reduce our carbon pollution here in
Australia in line with the latest science.
As a wealthy nation, we have a
responsibility to rapidly reduce our
carbon pollution here in Australia. As
a high-polluting nation with the best
renewable energy potential in the world,
we have a huge opportunity to play a
leadership role on the international stage.
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Emma delivers
the Safe Climate
Roadmap in
Canberra

2014 highlights
JANUARY

july

Volunteers have conversations with
10,000 Australians, signing them up to
our vision for a Safe Climate Roadmap.

Our National Summit brought together
170 young people in Canberra to take a
stand and get organised as the government
rolled back important climate legislation.
We launched the Don’t Risk the Reef
and Renewable Generation campaigns.

FEBRUARY
After four months of campaigning,
Lend Lease publicly withdrew their proposal
to build the world’s largest coal port on
the Great Barrier Reef, sending waves
through international financial news.

MARCH
We teamed up with the folks at Earth
Hour to deliver Australia’s flagship
event with over 4000 people from
Tony Abbott’s electorate celebrating
the theme ‘Lights out for the Reef.’

Above
High-school
students tell their
leaders to invest in
renewable energy

APRIL

Right
AYCC volunteers
launch the ‘Don’t
Risk the Reef’
campaign at our
national summit in
Canberra

We launched our 2015 Climb-it for
Climate Everest Adventure, which helps
fundraise for AYCC and our partner
organisation, the Himalayan Climate Initiative

MAY
Sunshine Coast hosted the first of nine
schools summits for 2014, with high
school students taking their message for
a safe climate powered by clean energy
to their local member, Clive Palmer.

JUNE
Above
Seed volunteers stand
in solidarity with Pacific
Islanders in Newcastle
Left
Delivering 15,000
messages to the CEOs of
the big 4 banks, asking
them not to risk the Reef

Above
AYCC and Seed stands up
to the coal lobby at the G20
summit in Brisbane

We delivered the Safe Climate Roadmap to
more than 50 politicians, and Independent
MP Andrew Wilkie signed on to our policy
asks.
A win for the Repower Port Augusta
campaign! Alinta, the owner of the ageing
power station committed to undertaking
a feasibility study to replace the coal fired
stations with stand-alone solar thermal.

august
The Renewable Generation campaign
to save our Renewable Energy brought
together hundreds of people for forums, and
a delegation of renewable energy students
got prepared for a lobby day in Canberra.

september
We helped rally tens of thousands of
Australians for the People’s Climate
March, with events in Melbourne,
Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide and Canberra.

october
Seed brought together 50 Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander youth for the first ever
Indigenous Youth Climate Summit, and then
took their message to the big four banks.
AYCC volunteers and staff joined the
Pacific Warriors in calling for climate
justice with a floatilla of traditional canoes
and kayaks in the Newcastle coal port.
.

november
As the coal lobby tried to co-opt world
leaders at the G20, young people took a
stand and told Peabody they don’t belong
there and helped shift the climate narrative at
the conference.
We also launched our most
comprehensive review of our training
and curriculum, working to develop a
leading program for roll out in 2015.

december
To round off 6 months of campaigning the
big 4 banks to not risk the Reef, young people
went straight to the top. We asked hard
hitting questions to the boards and CEOs
at their AGMs about where they stood on
financing Abbot Point and the Galilee Basin.

AYCC in 2014

AYCC in 2014

Message from the
National Co–Directors

Message from
THE CHAIR OF BOARD

2014 has been a huge year for the AYCC.
We’ve grown our network of committed
and strategic young climate leaders,
and run more ambitious and creative
campaigns to protect our future from the
worst impacts of climate change.
We are especially proud of launching
the Seed Indigenous Youth Climate
Network. After two years of preparation,
Seed made history with the first ever
Indigenous Youth Climate Summit. Over
three days, these 50 Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander young people gained the
skills, networks and information to be
leaders of the youth climate movement.
Millie Telford, who has been leading this
incredible project, was recognised for her
achievements with the NAIDOC Youth of
the Year award.
As our volunteer network continues to
grow, we spent this year strengthening
our programs that support young people
to make a difference on climate change.
Our high school program empowered
more than 1000 students to lead
sustainability campaigns in their schools.
We have also invested in developing our
Youth Climate Leaders program, which in
2015 will put 100 young people through
an intensive 9-month training program,
and bring climate ‘bootcamps’ to a
further 300 volunteers.
With this growing movement of young
people we were able to take on new
decision-makers in business and
government. Some of our favourite
moments include convincing Lend Lease
to withdraw their proposal to build the
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world’s biggest coal port, meeting more
than 450 bank managers with our Galilee
Basin campaign, bringing renewable
energy students to Canberra to lobby to
protect the Renewable Energy Target,
and taking on Peabody Energy’s PR
campaign at the G20.
It’s hard to capture all of the creativity,
courage and commitment that young
people have brought to the climate
movement this year. This annual report
is filled to the brim with stories, and we
hope it shines through how grateful we
are for the support you provide to this
powerful youth climate movement.
This report marks the end of an era for
the two of us, as we’ve worked closely
together in AYCC for the past five years,
and as National Co-Directors since
2012. Kirsty will continue on as AYCC’s
National Director and it is with sadness
that we say goodbye to Lucy and thank
her for her incredible leadership.
We hope you enjoy celebrating 2014
with us and look forward to an even
stronger 2015.
For climate justice,

Kirsty Albion and Lucy Manne
AYCC National Co-Directors

It is humbling to see how the Australian
Youth Climate Coalition has grown this
year into one of the largest and most
powerful climate organisations in the
country.
With hundreds of young volunteers in
schools, universities, regional towns and
suburbs across the country, the AYCC
is unparalleled in its grassroots power.
And 2014 was a great demonstration of
what a committed, creative and strategic
grassroots movement can achieve.
The successful campaign to convince
Lend Lease to withdraw their proposal
to build the biggest coal port on the
Great Barrier Reef coast was a great way
to start the year. From there, the AYCC
went from strength to strength, with
the Safe Climate Roadmap campaign,
meeting 450 bank managers during the
Don’t Risk the Reef campaign, launching
the Seed Indigenous youth climate
network, and speaking truth to power
holders at the G20 and during the
carbon price repeal.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to
congratulate the tens of thousands of
young people that make up the AYCC.
I would also like to thank all of AYCC’s
generous funders and acknowledge
the great work staff and volunteers
have done to grow sustainable forms of
funding for AYCC. If you aren’t already,
I encourage you to join me in making a
monthly donation to support the team’s
critical work.

As 2014 draws to a close, I’d like to
congratulate the staff and volunteers
that make up the National Leadership
Team – you are leading a movement
that’s a force to be reckoned with,
and empowering thousands of young
people to influence decisions that
will affect our future. I am constantly
impressed by your impact and
leadership in the call for climate justice.
I’d particularly like to thank Lucy
Manne, our National Co-Director, for
her leadership and commitment to the
AYCC. We are sad to see you go Lucy,
but you leave an incredible legacy.
2014 also brings the end of Board
terms for two of the AYCC’s longest
serving Board members, and I’d like to
acknowledge the contribution that Nick
Moraitis and Ilona Millar have made in
supporting the AYCC over a number of
years.
Looking forward to 2015, we are excited
that AYCC is in the capable hands of
our National Director, Kirsty Albion, and
the rest of the team.
To everybody who gave their time,
money and energy this year - thank you
for making this movement what it is.
We look forward to continuing to work
alongside you in the fight for climate
justice in 2015.

Renee Carr, Board Chair
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Projects & Campaigns

Projects & Campaigns

Safe Climate Roadmap
At the beginning of 2014, as Australia
sweltered through another recordbreaking summer, the new Federal
Government was claiming a mandate
from the Australian community to
dismantle our most important climate
policies. We knew that the majority of
Australians supported strong action
on climate change, but we needed to
demonstrate this support to the media
and our politicians.

Switched on Schools
In 2014 our national schools program,
Start the Switch, expanded to reach
more students than ever before, with a
specific focus on regional and diverse
communities. From the Western suburbs
of Sydney to Alice Springs, Start the
Switch continued to grow and change
the lives of high school students across
the country in 2014.
Eight school summits, which were run
in conjunction with local councils,
saw over 1000 students come
together for transformational two-day
journeys, where they learned about
climate change and how they can
make a difference in their school and
community. Start the Switch then went
on to reach up to 20,000 young people
through five regional workshops, high
school presentations, and participant
outreach in 400 schools.
One of the highlights of 2014 was our
first ever summit in Alice Springs - a
collaboration between Start the Switch
and Seed, the Indigenous Youth Climate
Network.
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This summit brought together over 40
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students
from five schools across Alice Springs for
two days of working with young people
who don’t readily have opportunities to
engage in climate action.
Several of our summits this year made a
splash with politicians and the media including on the Sunshine Coast, where
the local paper reported that the high
schoolers had “thought big to capture
Clive Palmer’s attention.”
In 2015, Start the Switch is continuing
its focus on access and diversity by
launching an interactive web hub,
where students can connect with one
another no matter where they’re from,
share ideas, and access mentoring from
AYCC. We will also be supporting a new
grassroots structure, called the Student
Climate Action Network, which will give
high school students the extra support
they need to successfully contribute to
AYCC’s national campaigns.
switchedonschools.org.au

That’s why we developed the “Safe
Climate Roadmap.” Volunteers took
this statement of the ambitious action
needed for a safe climate future to their
communities, and asked individuals and
organisations to sign onto the campaign.
Over several months, more than 10,000

individuals, businesses, leaders, and
organisations signed on to the Safe
Climate Roadmap campaign - including
emergency service workers, cafes,
churches, and councils.
We then met with 50 federal MPs to
call on them to listen to the community
and take ambitious climate action including with a Valentine’s Day surprise
at Parliament House.
THE NUMBERS

50

MPs met

500 10,000
Stories

Signatures

Lend Lease
In late 2013 we found out that Lend
Lease, a construction company known
as a sustainability leader, had put in an
expression of interest to finance and
build a huge new coal terminal at Abbot
Point on the Great Barrier Reef. We
launched an open letter that was signed
by more than 20,000 Australians and
36 community groups, and delivered it
alongside volunteers and “Nemo” inside
Lend Lease’s AGM.

According to the South Sydney Herald,
it was AYCC’s fresh approach that made
the difference:
“Traditionally, the stereotype of
social justice action portrays angry
placard holders shouting slogans of
condemnation at institutions. However,
an Australian environmental youth
organisation has taken a different
approach and it has proven successful.”

After several months of conversations
with staff outside the Lend Lease HQ in
Sydney, media actions, and community
engagement, Lend Lease announced
that they were withdrawing from the
project - gaining international headlines
and prompting Anglo American to also
rule out any involvement in the coal port.
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Projects & Campaigns

Projects & Campaigns

July summit
Our Safe Climate Roadmap campaign
culminated in July, when we took our
message directly to Parliament House.
160 young people came together for 3
inspiring days, including a powerful action
on the new Senate’s first sitting day.
In the cold morning darkness, we
assembled on the lawns of Parliament
House with 1200 signs bearing messages
from our members around the country,
spelling out a giant message to the new
senators: your choice = our future.
We then held a “youth senate hearing,”
which saw 22 senators - almost a third of
the Senate - join us to listen to the stories
of young people from across the country.
The summit also saw the launch of Seed,
the first ever Indigenous Youth Climate
Network, with a meeting and support
from Australia’s first female Indigenous
Senator, Nova Peris.

THE NUMBERS

3

Days
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22

Senators

160

Young People
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Projects & Campaigns

REPOWER PORT AUGUSTA
In 2014 we continued to work with the
Port Augusta community to support their
campaign to replace the town’s coalfired power stations with Australia’s first
solar thermal plants with storage.
In the lead up to the South Australian
state election in March, volunteers
knocked on thousands of doors and
delivered 2000 postcards from voters
to Energy Minister Tom Koutsantonis &
Shadow Environment Minister Michelle
Lensink. Solar thermal for Port Augusta
was rated as the biggest issue facing the
town by all local candidates, and both

the Minister and Shadow Minister for
Energy committed to discuss funding
options following the election.
The state election campaign was
followed by a major win: in July of
2014, Alinta announced that their $3
million feasibility study into replacing
Port Augusta’s coal-fired power stations
would focus exclusively on building
Australia’s first ever solar thermal plant.

DON’T RISK THE REEF

Renewable Generation

Our climate and the Great Barrier Reef
are at risk from a proposal to massively
expand the Abbot Point coal port and
build mega-mines in the Galilee Basin one of the largest coal reserves on the
planet. However, this damaging proposal
can only go ahead with funding from
Australia’s big 4 banks. That’s why in July
2014, AYCC launched “Don’t Risk the
Reef,” a campaign calling on the big 4 to
do the right thing for our future.

In the second half of last year the AYCC
joined the fight to protect the Renewable
Energy Target from government cuts.
Our Renewable Generation campaign
mobilised people across the country
to attend forums pressuring senate
crossbenchers to commit to blocking
cuts to the RET. We orchestrated
hundreds of phone calls to key
politicians’ offices pressuring the Labor
party not to negotiate cuts to the target.
With 10 renewable energy students from
across the country, we brought the voice
of students to Canberra to tell politicians
what was at stake. We also employed
creative tactics like placing solar
powered road signs with pro-renewable
energy messages outside the offices of
marginal Liberal MPs, like Matt Williams
in South Australia.

Over six months, AYCC volunteers met
with branch managers and held actions
at more than 400 bank branches as
well as bank HQ buildings in Melbourne
and Sydney, targeted the banks on
social media, delivered messages from
more than 15,000 customers and
shareholders, and made a splash at the
banks’ AGMs - including personally
delivering a signed card to Gail Kelly at
her last AGM as CEO of Westpac.

The campaign has attracted widespread
attention, with media coverage across
TV, radio and print - including being
dubbed “extraordinarily successful” by
the Australian Financial Review.
Nine international investment banks
have now ruled out involvement in the
Abbot Point expansion, however despite
significant pressure from customers,
shareholders and staff, Australian
banks have so far failed to make the
same commitment. With Indian mining
company Adani looking to close a deal
soon, in 2015 we will be increasing the
pressure on Australian banks to make
sure they know that risking the Reef is
risky business.

THE NUMBERS

450 600 14,832

Meetings
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A highlight of the campaign was the
impact our renewable energy students
were able to have on backbench Liberal
politicians, with many of them admitting
that “this is a fight the Government
doesn’t need.” These students were
brought together through a nationwide
survey and report that highlighted the
concerns of students studying for a job
in an industry that will build our clean
energy future.

Actions

Messages to CEOs
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Projects & Campaigns

These young people created the
Indigenous Youth Declaration for Climate
Justice, a document defining their
“vision for a just and sustainable future
with strong cultures and communities...
transitioning to safe, clean renewable
energy.” They took their message straight
to the big 4 banks, meeting with bank
managers and calling for climate justice.
Almost 1000 people have signed onto
this declaration so far.

We are particularly proud of the work
that Amelia Telford, the National
Indigenous Coordinator, has put into
making this program a success in its first
year. This year, she was recognised as
the 2014 NAIDOC Youth of the Year.
Seed is gearing up for a big year in
2015, with plans to provide training to
250 Indigenous young people through
summits and camps, and reaching 2000
people through speeches, presentations,
and community engagement. We will
continue to stand up for the climate
and the Great Barrier Reef through an
Indigenous youth-led road trip along the
QLD coast and working alongside the
AYCC’s Don’t Risk the Reef campaign.

THE NUMBERS

50

Participants
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Signatures

People reached

This year saw the largest climate march
in history. In 162 countries - from
400,000 people marching in New York
to 30,000 people marching in Melbourne
- the People’s Climate March was a
global day of action to coincide with Ban
Ki Moon’s emergency climate summit
for world leaders. The 200 events
around Australia sent a clear message Australians care about climate change
and are willing to take action.

The AYCC has always been committed to
climate justice and standing in solidarity
with those who are most vulnerable to
the impacts of climate change.
In October, a group of climate activists from
the Pacific, the Pacific Warriors, travelled
to Australia with a message for nations
blocking action on climate change: we
are not drowning, we are fighting.
Twenty AYCC volunteers fundraised
to contribute to their campaign, then
travelled to Newcastle to show our
solidarity and support for their peaceful,
symbolic blockade of the Newcastle coal
port - the biggest coal port in the world.
It was an incredible day and a
transformational experience for everyone
involved. As young people, we know
that those who are least to blame for the
climate crisis are those who will be the
most affected, and we will continue to do
what we can to support our Pacific Island
neighbours in their fight for climate justice.

AYCC AT THE G20
“An executive from
a mining company
has been interrupted
during a speech to a
G20-related energy
forum in Brisbane...
AYCC organiser Kirsty
Albion said Peabody’s
publicity campaign
was ‘a laughable and
desperate exercise from
an outdated industry.”
The Guardian,
November 12th, 2014.

1000 2000

The pacific
warriors

The AYCC led marches in Brisbane and
Adelaide and helped lead the massive
actions in Melbourne, Canberra and
Sydney. It was a day filled with energy,
and we particularly loved the 4500
people who marched to CommBank in
Brisbane, the human sign saying “beyond
coal and gas” in Sydney, and the speakers
– from the Torres Strait, the Pacific, coal
affected communities, and young people
– who all called for climate justice.

Seed
In July 2014, the Seed Indigenous Youth
Climate Network launched with an event
that made history. Australia’s first-ever
Indigenous Youth Climate Summit was
held in Melbourne, bringing together
50 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
young people for three incredible
days of learning skills and making the
connections they need to be leaders on
climate in their communities.

The People’s
climate march

The G20 being hosted in Brisbane was a
perfect opportunity to get world leaders
talking about climate change and coal.
But Peabody Energy had a different idea,
sponsoring an “Energy Futures” sideevent as a platform to tell the world they’ll
be solving energy poverty with coal.
Backed by 35 youth climate groups
from across the world, eight young
people - with a large proportion from
Seed - disrupted the COO of Peabody
Energy as he gave his speech, telling him
that young Australians don’t want coal,
and that Peabody doesn’t belong at the

G20. Outside, billboards on bikes circled
Brisbane Town Hall, calling out Peabody
for attempting to sway international
decision-makers.
Media coverage of the event put
Peabody in a universally negative light,
highlighting the brave young people
who stood in the face of the industry
that is compromising our future. Climate
change was well and truly on the agenda
for world leaders, and the fossil fuel
industry was put in their place.
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The Movement

Training program
At the AYCC, our goal has always been
to build a generation-wide movement
to solve the climate crisis. To build this
movement, we know that training is
absolutely essential. Since 2008, AYCC has
been delivering transformational training
to develop some of the most effective and
passionate leaders in the country, but we
recognized that our program was ad hoc.
In 2014, our Training Director undertook
a review of the program, speaking to
trainers from around the world to develop
an effective and exciting training program
for young people.
In 2015, we are rolling out the most
ambitious training program we have
ever undertaken. We have developed a
program that will cater to our members’
skill levels with three different streams:
Introductory, Youth Climate Leaders, and
Train the Trainers. Through this program
we will be training up to 700 young
people in the skills they need to take the
climate crisis head-on.

The Introductory stream will give a basic
overview of climate science & solutions,
while giving participants the organising
skills they need to make a huge difference
in AYCC’s national campaigns.
The Youth Climate Leaders training
program will see 100 top volunteers
challenge themselves to 9 months of
intensive training, mastering skills in
community organising, campaign strategy
and communications.
Train the Trainers will take 20 young
people with high-level skills and turn
them into AYCC’s top facilitators. They’ll
learn from some of the best trainers in
the country and become leaders in the
fight against climate change who can give
knowledge and skills on-the-ground in
each state while mentoring others in the
training program.
Through this intensive program, the AYCC
will train and empower a whole new
generation of climate leaders.

what our past leaders
have achieved
Since our inception in 2007, we’ve had a huge number of
impressive and passionate young people make an impact
through AYCC. We could not be more proud of what these
volunteers have gone on to accomplish.

Daniel Lynch

Sally Coggiola

KATHERINE TU

As a newly graduated secondary
teacher, the AYCC was a great way
to learn facilitation and education
skills that provide a unique insight
into teaching and learning.

Volunteering with the AYCC
opened up a whole new world
to me. As a volunteer I expanded
my knowledge, learnt new
skills and developed old ones,
and had many experiences
which challenged and shaped
me into who I am today. Since
volunteering with the AYCC,
I went on to volunteer with
WWF Australia on the Earth Hour
2014 campaign, and today I am
employed on the 2015 campaign
full-time. Whether it’s the
trainings I attended, the events I
helped organise, the campaign
planning and strategising
I was exposed to, or the
volunteer support & relationship
management I undertook, the
AYCC provided me with the
skills, knowledge, networks and
opportunities that have enabled
me to be who I am today.

Since I “graduated” from the
AYCC I’ve had the opportunity
to do so many amazing and
impactful things. I worked on
the 2013 Federal Election as
a field organiser in Canberra,
did telefundraising for
other Australian progressive
organisations, and now I’m
living in London working as
a campaigner for a global
online organising platform,
SumOfUs, working on corporate
accountability.

South Australia

Now I can take my experience
in empowering young people
to make a difference on climate
change into the classroom, and
help other teachers do the same.
The emphasis on consensus
decision-making and democratic
structures is something that
students crave in the classroom.
Plus everything I do can
now be put in a Gantt chart!
#spreadsheets
The schools program provided
me, an education student at the
time, invaluable contacts within
the school system that helped
me when I entered the profession
socially and pedagogically.
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New South Wales

New South Wales

I wouldn’t have had these
opportunities without the AYCC;
it was pivotal in introducing me
to activism. The AYCC has given
me the networks, the skills, and
the confidence to go on and
campaign for better social change.
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VOLUNTEER
SUPERSTARS

The power of the AYCC comes from the amazing
volunteers who dedicate their time and energy to
making young voices heard in the fight against climate
change. Here are a few of their stories from 2014...

Tracey
Martinovich

Larissa
Baldwin

Maria
Clague

Usman
Iftikhar

Tallara
Gray

Katherine
Whitmore

Tracey Martinovich is an
incredible AYCC volunteer from
Perth. Last year she helped to
roll out our Renewable Energy
campaign, which saw hundreds
of people at community forums
across the country tell our
politicians that they want a higher
target for renewables.

Larissa Baldwin, a young
Bundjalung woman, first got
involved in the AYCC in 2014
and has been volunteering
since the establishment of the
Seed Indigenous Youth Climate
Network. Larissa is committed
to helping young people,
particularly young women,
engage with decision makers
and advocate on behalf of their
families and communities.

Maria Clague is a young
Yaegl woman who has
played a significant role in
the development of the Seed
Indigenous Youth Climate
Network. Maria attended AYCC's
youth climate summit, Power
Shift, in 2013 and has been
passionate about supporting
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander young people to take
action on climate change ever
since. As a Seed volunteer Maria
has supported young people
throughout NSW to get involved
in the growing network and is
currently working with Traditional
Owners in central QLD whose
sacred country is threatened by
the proposed Abbot Point coal
port expansion project. Maria says,

Usman is a PhD student
researching climate policy in
Wollongong and got involved
at the start of 2014 because he
was impressed by the action
and solution-oriented approach
to tackling the complex issue
of climate change. In just one
year, Usman helped build the
Wollongong Action Group into
the strongest in NSW, took on
being the Wollongong Area
Leader for the Don’t Risk the
Reef campaign and absolutely
smashed it!

When Tallara heard about AYCC's
National Summit in July, she
jumped at the opportunity to
make a difference on climate.
Tallara went on to lead Brisbane's
most successful and strongest
area team during the Don't Risk
the Reef Campaign.

Katherine had heard about
climate change and was
concerned about her future,
when some friends invited her to
join the AYCC in 2012. In 2014
Katherine became convenor,
and built strong local alliances.
She led her group to organise a
renewables forum for 70 people
and 2 successful media actions.

Tracey had the opportunity to
fly across the country with other
renewable energy students and
lobby our decision makers in
Parliament House – and let them
know that we expect better from
the leaders of our nation.

Having been involved in many
Indigenous youth programs
that tackle social justice issues,
Larissa sees taking action on
climate change through Seed
as one of the most empowering
and impactful ways that young
people can build a more just and
sustainable future. Larissa has
recently joined our staff team
as our Queensland Campaigner
where she supports the QLD
AYCC branch as well as QLDbased Seed volunteers.
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"It is of dire importance that we
as Indigenous Australians are
actively involved in the fight
against climate change. Our
people, culture and history are at
risk. The AYCC and Seed give me
the confidence that we can win".

“AYCC has helped me understand
and respect diversity within
the climate movement, and it
is exciting to work with young
people to stand strong for
the most critical issue of our
generation”.

"I'm with AYCC because I
want to make it clear to every
other young person that we
need to take action right now,
and to stand in solidarity with
all frontline and indigenous
communities impacted by
climate change."

"I feel like I am making a big
difference as part of the AYCC.
I've learned so much about
myself, our society, the way we
communicate. I love working
with people across the country
and learning more every day."
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Right
Our Commbank Dollarmites
video has been viewed over
90,000 times

The Movement

media
In 2014 we had a successful year for
media at a local and national level, with
over 250 hits that we were able to record.
Safe Climate Roadmap
This campaign saw hundreds of local
media articles, as well as several large
national pieces. This is our favourite a story from a local Melbourne coffee
shop owner in the Age.
Lend Lease
Featured in 22 national papers, this story
had a huge run and framed AYCC as

leaders of the campaign and integral to
Lend Lease pulling out.
Don’t Risk the Reef
That time the Financial Review called our
campaign “extraordinarily successful”
and run by “enthusiastic youngsters”.
G20 action
We got over 40 media hits with this
action, with not a single report of
Peabody’s event framing it in a positive
light. We were even on TV in China when
the G20 was on.

Online

Above
Media everywhere
followed AYCC as
we took on the coal
lobby at the G20

Left
We celebrated
when Lend Lease
announced they
wouldn’t fund the
Abbot point coal port.
This post has 5,167
Facebook shares

Right
International banks
started to take notice
and announced they
wouldn’t fund coal
ports in the Great
Barrier Reef.

14,832

300,000

93,700

Risking the Reef messages
sent to bank CEOs

People reached per month
on Facebook

The number of times the
Dollarmites video was
viewed online

101

2800

2500

Nations and 35 youth
organisations represented
by AYCC at the G20

Posts on banks’ Facebook
walls telling them not to fund
Abbot Point

Signatures collected in 72
hours telling the coal lobby
they don’t belong at the G20

THE MOVEMENT
Left
We pulled up Greg Hunt
when he denied the link
between climate change
and bushfires - and
quoted wikipedia as his
reference.

Above
We collected thousands of
messages to the banks online at
www.riskingthereef.org.au

Our strength at the AYCC comes from the thousands of young people
across the country who are taking action on climate change.

1500

2097

120,000

Young people trained
through 2-day summits
and camps

Young people signed
up to volunteer in 2014

Young members taking
action online
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The Movement

The Movement

our funders

supporters

2014 has been the AYCC’s biggest year yet, and
it would not have been possible without the
support and encouragement of our donors. It has
been such a pleasure working with the following
individuals and organisations who have invested
their time and support into the AYCC, and we thank
you for standing by us and encouraging us to
achieve our vision.
Thank you to the Purves Environmental Fund, a
major supporter of the AYCC since 2008. Your
support has given the AYCC the ability to grow
from strength to strength by providing core
funding, support and advice throughout many
years. We cannot thank you enough.
To our principal funders, thank you for your support
of and confidence in the AYCC. Thank you to:
the Mullum Trust, Pace Foundation, Future Super,
Aussie Renewables, Australian Ethical Investment,
Diana and Brian Snape AM, Margaret Henderson,
Danny Matthews, the Melliodora Fund and the
Fairer Futures Fund as sub funds of the Australian
Communities Foundation, The Body Shop, Colin
Brown and the Climate Institute.
To the kind and very generous individuals and
organisations who helped us make our Climate
Leaders training program a reality: The Eldon and
Anne Foote Foundation, Lord Mayors Charitable
Foundation, University of Technology Sydney,

the John T Reid Charitable Trust, the Garry White
Foundation, and the Plant Functional Biology and
Climate Change Cluster UTS.
For your support of the Start the Switch high
schools program, thank you to: 5Point Foundation,
NSW Environmental Trust, Bayside City Council,
Monash City Council, Kingston City Council,
Moreland City Council, Moreland Energy
Foundation, NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage, City of Marion, City of Mitcham, City
of Holdfast Bay, City of Fremantle and City of
Melbourne.
To the supporters of the Seed Indigenous Youth
Climate Network, a huge thank you to: the United
States Consulate, Oxfam, Anne Coombs, Susan
Varga, Future Leaders, the Australian Manufacturing
Workers Union, and 5Point Foundation.
To all of those who have supported us to make
AYCC campaigns even bigger and more impactful
through your generous donations and expertise,
thank you to: Max Fabre Foundation, Ross Knowles,
and the European Climate Foundation.
Lastly, but certainly not least, to our monthly
donors - our parents, friends, family members and
supporters, thank you so much for your generous
support.

STAFF & VOLUNTEERS
Larissa Baldwin, Amy Gordon, Laura Melville,
Jem Bamford, Juile Hirsch, Jess McGeachin, Dan
Spencer, Gemma Borgo-Caratti, Kelly Mackenzie,
Millie Telford, Tom Reddington, Amelia Anthony,
Phoebe Howe, Ella Gourlay, Cole McLean Nayuka
Gorrie, Ebony Bennett, Renee Carr, Nick Moraitis,
Ilona Millar, Bronwyn Lee, Claire Snyder, Jo
Lennan, Piers Grove, Dan Tu-Hoa, Carl Harris,
Belinda Cogswell, Nicholas Rickard, Erica Ransely,
Katie Wood, Deborah Neuman, Nick Allison,
Gabby Merchant, Olivia Hill, Maria Clague, Angel
Owen, Jarmarley Willett, Wilfred Rueben, Clayton
Simpson, Preston Culbong, Corina Ritchie,
Kaleesha Morris, Kaleb Scanlan, Hannah Glasson,
Amanda McAlister, Morgana Russell, Samuel
Pottenger, Anthea Fraser, Philippa Wright, Cameron
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Wheatley, Caitlin Rawding, Kate Charlwood,
Malika Kirchner, Nicholas Rickard, Heather Johns,
Jessie Westbury, Moira Cully, Rachel Lynske,
Vanessa Farrelly, Kate Bliss Ngaire Sidhu, David
Zeller, Bal Johal, Mitch Connolly, David Cazzulino,
Steph Grey, Tallara Gray, Momar Hughes, Dylan
Bell, Dan Scharf, Zoe McClure, Maia Cavendish,
Mark Thompson, Tess Stapleton-Clark, Tracey
Martinovich, Gabby Marchant, Dean Leggo, Belinda
Thompson, Lisa Blinco, Lucy McGinley, Maddie
Sarre, Robin Parkin, Rachel Mundy, Catherine
Douglas-Hill, Iona Skyring, Jamie Dunn, Robert
Cannizzaro, Nathan Atterton, Jordon Tomopoulos,
Kelly Hobbs, Victoria Brumpton, Stephanie Skinner,
Vanessa Thompkins, Vanya Bosiocic, Lovisa
Muyderman
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